
Installing the satellite system.   Guide to installing a satellite TV system for Optus C1

  
Installing a satellite TV system is easy providing that you follow basic alignment procedures and your decoder has 
been set up correctly for the Optus C1 satellite. 
I'll take you through the process step by step and, if you're starting your installation from scratch, you'll be watching 
TV in about 2 hrs. Before, we start, do a checklist to make sure you have all of the required equipment. Visit our 
EQUIPMENT page to check then proceed below. 

The Optus C1 satellite is located at 156 degrees East. This doesn't mean that that you point your dish towards 156E 
on a compass! (as many people think). It means that the satellite is located 156 degress East of 0 longitude. So, for 
example, I am located in Melbourne at 145 degrees longitude so if I look North (true North) the satellite is 11 
degrees to the East of me (156-145=11).  

Knowing this info helps you locate the direction to the satellite but don't take it too seriously. As long as you know 
roughly where North is, then you can find a spot for your mount easlily. Remember that the Optus C1 satellite is 
always East of true North and obviously the number of degrees East will vary depending on your location. 

Now, you may have a tin roof or tiled roof mount and I'm not going to get into how to install your mount (I'll 
assume you've worked that out) just make sure that you locate the mount in a position that permits line of sight to 
the satellite with no obstructions such as trees or buildings. 

 

Remember also that, the degree of elevation (angle to the satellite from horizontal) also varies. This is because the 
satellite is located above Papua New Guinea and the closer to PNG. the higher the elevation angle. This angle can 
vary from 30 degrees in Western Australia to 70 degrees in Northern Queensland. 
So, now that you have found a suitable location and installed your mount. Lets move on to the next step.   

Installing the satellite dish.  

Assembling the dish is a fairly straightforward process. As there are many different dish manufacturers, assembly 
will vary. However, we need to pay close attention to the LNB position. See diagram below. 

Have a look at the picture above. Notice that the LNB has been rotated. 
This is called 'LNB SKEW'. Skew angle changes depending on your 
location. That's not to say that your friend in the neighbouring town will 
have his LNB in a different position to yours (if he has the same model). 
You have to travel a considerable distance for the LNB SKEW to change. 

The picture above is showing the LNB rotated CLOCKWISE around 
+35 degrees (straight down would be 0 degrees). There are some areas of 
Australia that have a negative skew. This would mean the LNB should be 
rotated ANTI CLOCKWISE. 



It is very important to be aware of LNB SKEW as you will not be able to acquire signal from the satellite if the 
skew is incorrect. Now is probably a good time to download our ELEVATION AND WEB SKEW CHART - 
click . This chart is in PDF format and includes most towns and cities within Australia. If your town is not 
listed, choose the nearest. 

Now that you have assembled the dish, place it on your mount and tighten the nuts up (a little more than hand 
tight) so the dish can be rotated and elevated with slight force.  

Let's move on to Step 3   

Running the cable and Aligning the Satellite Dish  

Now that you have the satellite dish on the mount, you can run 
the cable. It is important that the cable is a continuous run from 
the dish to the wallplate (if you would like to see other cabling 
configurations - click 

 

1. Cut a hole in plaster close to where the decoder will be 
located. the hole should be smaller than the wallplate so that 
when complete, the wallplate covers the hole. TECH TIP: Try 
to locate the wallplate on an external wall rather than a partition 
wall as it is easier to get the cable up through the cavity between 
the brick and plaster. If you have a timber clad house, it is best 
to drill straight through the wall and run the cable externally.  

2. Run the cable to the satellite dish. If you purchased a kit from SatPlus, the connectors would already be 
terminated onto the cable. If you are making up your own cables then strip the cable as per photo below:  

Make sure the braid and foil is not touching the centre conductor BE 
ABSOLUTELY SURE! 

Using a twist on F connector, push onto the cable and begin threading the connector onto the plastic sheath. Use 
pliers if required to get the connector on all the way so that the white material (dielectric) is flush with the inside 
sleeve of the connector.  Now trim the copper centre to around 2-3 mm.  

Dish Alignment (utilising a satfinder) 

The satellite finder is a handy tool for dish alignment. It will not however 
tell you which satellite you are on. Below is the process for aligning with a 
satfinder. 

1) The satellite finder gets powered by the decoder. It is inserted in the coaxial line between the decoder and the 
dish so you will need to make up (if not supplied) an extra cable about 2 metres long. The satellite finder can 
only be connected one way. On the back of the satfinder it will say 'TO LNB' and 'TO REC'. Connect your 
made up cable to the LNB on the satellite dish and connect the other end to 'LNB' on the satellite finder. 
Now connect the long cable that you ran from inside the house to 'REC' on the satfinder. You can now turn 
on the decoder. The satfinder light will come on and the needle may move.  



2) Now we have to set the sensitivity of the satfinder so that it will only respond when it detects signal from a 
satellite. We do this by moving the dish to the West to make sure we are not on a satellite and turning the 
knob on the satfinder up all the way so the needle reads 10 on the scale (some satfinders only go up to 8). 
Now, very SLOWLY, turn the knob down so that the needle drops to 2 or 3. DON'T TURN IT DOWN 
TOO MUCH OR THE SATFINDER WILL NOT RESPOND WHEN YOU HIT A SATELLITE.  

3) Consult the elevation chart that you downloaded from this site. You can download it if you haven't got 
it yet.  Print it out as well. Find the nearest town if your area is not listed and adjust the elevation (angle to the 
satellite) to 5 degrees LESS than the specified elevation angle. Point your dish to Northwest.  

4) SLOWLY move the dish towards East and watch the satfinder. If it doesn't respond, bring the dish back to 
Northwest and increase the elevation by 1 degree. repeat the process until you see the needle jump up. When 
it does (it should go up all the way), turn the satfinder down a little to 4 or 5 and try to peak the dish to get as 
much signal as possible You should always start 5 degrees under continue until 5 degrees over the specified 
elevation angle. if you don't get any response, your satfinder is turned down too much. Tighten up the nuts 
enough to stop the dish from moving but be careful when you do as the slightest movement in the dish will 
cause the signal to drop out.  

5) Now we need to go back inside and setup the decoder for the satellite.  

6) As decoder menus are all different, you will need to use your own initiative and use the info here to set up 
your decoder. Press MENU (or setup), go to ANTENNA SETTING (ANTENNA SETUP, SATELLITE 
SETUP, DISH SETUP). Make Optus C1 the name of the satellite. On most decoders you can edit the 
satellite name if it is not listed or you can select any satellite as the name is not important. Somewhere on this 
screen you will see LNB SETTINGS. make sure the LNB setting matches the LNB you are using. For 
example, if i had an LNB that was labeled as 11.3 LO I would set the LNB setting to 11300. If I had an LNB 
that was labeled 10.7 LO, I would set it to 10700. On some decoder you will have to change it to LNB 
TYPE: User single and then underneath type in the frequency. If you have a universal LNB set it to 
UNIVERSAL OR 9750/10600 or LO 9750 HI 10600.  

7) Now save the setting in this screen and exit.  

8) We now want to see if we are on the right satellite. So, go into MANUAL SCAN or SCAN 
TRANSPONDER and make sure you have the following parameters typed in:  

9) You should see SIGNAL STRENGTH if your LNB setting 
are correct but you may not see SIGNAL QUALITY if you 
are on the wrong satellite. If this is the case you will need to 
go back up to the dish and repeat the dish alignment process. 
if you do have SIGNAL QUALITY then you are either on 
Optus B3 or Optus C1. So, press OK to do a manual scan 
and let's see what channels it scans in. 



 
10) Once your decoder finishes the scan it should ask you if you want to save, PRESS OK and EXOT all menus 

so we can see what channles have been scanned. Bring up your channel list (GUIDE, EPG or OK) and if 
you see a channel called TUNE 152 you are on the Optus B3 satellite. You will need to go up to your dish 
and turn it VERY SLIGHTLY to the EAST and down about 1 degree (if that). Remember, Optus B3 is only 
4 degrees from Optus C1. If you can see ABC, SBS, IMP TV, GWN etc on your channel list then you are on 
the correct satellite. All you have to do now is make sure you have maximum signal quality. you can check 
this by peaking the dish (moving a couple of mm left/right/up/down) and by rotating the LNB a few degrees 
each way to maximise signal. You can now tighten up all the bolts and nuts, remove the satfinder and connect 
the long cable directly to the LNB. Remember to use amalgamating tape on the connector at the dish (or use 
PVC tape). And, don't tighten the connector with spanners just as tight as you can get with your hand.   


